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About This Game

Confrontation Of Flies and Humans

You work as a waiter and lead an uphill battle for your clients. You pushing back the flies from the food, otherwise you'll never
get anything. Maybe are you a hungry insect trying to increase your population? Choose the opposing side. The war is already

underway.

Features

 Up to 10 flies vs. 1 person

 Various weapons to fight the flies

 The growth of flies to a giant size

 Try yourself in the role of waiter
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If they just finish the game, I'm sure it'll be quite good.

Currently however, it is not finished (even though it seems to have left Beta).

E.g.
- when resting, the game will not pause so that you can cook a meal when your people get hungry (which tend to cause everyone
to starve to death, despite having loads of food).. This is a Slay the Spire like rogue like deck building game. The twist in this
game is that your char has attributes influencing the card values of your deck. I found the first 2 runs I have played so far pretty
easy - but the game gets harder from run to run as more and harder to play opponents, classes, etc. are unlocked. I really like this
concept in contrast to other games of the genre where your runs are getting easier the more stuff you unlock. The game plays
pretty smooth for an early access title and I encountered no major bugs so far.. Top down 2d space figher with twist where you
collect a menagerie of ships; and can switch between them or order the AI to pilot one or more in support. Heavy on story- not
really breaking new ground but it is competently written. I am not sure it qualifies as a visual novel because you have to win
combat to progress [I think?]. I have noticed that there is an element of puzzle solving, but it is limited to ship behavior so far.
The combat is moderate speed and there is a fail-state where you will have to reload a save file.. Great puzzle game for all ages.
This game is amogst the best indie games I have played. It scared the hell out of me more than once.
This horror puzzle exploration game is really well made. It has an interesting story, and some very good
scares. The atmosphere in this game is just fantastic.
The grapics and sound is good quality and the game has a good replay value.
I got this at 10% off, and I almost feel bad abut it. Only issue I have found so far is my Xbox one controller.
The right stick is really slow, and I haven't found any settings in the game to fix it. But it's ok. I use my keyboard
and mouse.
I can't put down this game.

Good job developers.
. At first, I expected that this was going to be a "mediocre, beginner game". Boy was I wrong.

Right as the game started, I was impressed by the graphics. Sure, they weren't the best in the world, but they were definitely
pleasing. Just the overall layout and intuitive interface was great in my opinion.

Pros:

- Pleasing graphics
- Great soundtrack
- Steady progression
- Cool background story
- Challenging yet fun levels
- Smooth controls
- Awesome core game mechanic!
- Controller support (I don't own one, but I bet other people like this)

Cons:

- Some levels seem repetitive
- Especially noticed in zone 3 \/ 4, a lot of the challenge was to be running back and forth
- Control keys (keyboard) were a bit wierd to use

Story (minor spoilers):
- (As of writing this I haven't finished the game so this is just what I have gathered)

You play as a virus inside of a computer network. The virus was created by the husband of a dying woman. The couple do not
have sufficient funds to pay for (some sort of) operations to be done. You, the virus, are designed to travel through multiple
networks and eventually break into a banking network to steal money. This is as much as I have learned so far.
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My rating: 8 \/ 10

Yes I would definitely recommend the game to someone else... Definitely worth the dollar!

- Ty. 10\/10 would get more resource points :D. Basically like stepping into a VR Zelda.
The devs are amazing, they talk to their community, integrate feedback and suggestions, and fix bugs promptly when reported
which is what actually made me buy the game to begin.
just from the bit I've played the swordplay is the best I've had in any vr title with Parrying mechanics and a reason to swing you
sword correctly without falling to wiggle fighting or being hampered by a strange weight system (like blade and sorcery)

the magic is fun and varied and the archery is accurate and fairly realistic. I think this will be one hell of a game when it's
complete and fully fleshed out. 100% buy. Buy twic, or maybe 3 times and share with your friends.

love this game.. Original Review:

'Elephants don't afraid of mice, they are just very cautious'.

My graphics weren't compatible so I just had a mostly dark screen but it was enough to see and get achievements. Now I have 
all the letters and I'm going to power my car and house with them. That's green energy. In your face Trump!

Play slowly so the achievements have time to pop. And if they stop popping, shut the game off and re-open it a minute.

Updated Review \/ Edit:

This game has myriad problems with the achievements not popping, a lot of people are left with 700+\/- that wont pop. There
are fixes but they seems to work only up to a point for a majority of people and totally for others - if you want to take that
chance then so be it.

If you can't be arsed screwing about with deleting registry files to trick the game into giving you your achievements
then do not purchase this game

If you're a completionist do not purchase this game

If you're an achievement hunter do not purchase this game

The likelihood of not getting those achievements is too damn high.
Changed recommendation from yes to 'No' - Thumbs Down. Out of 408 games at the time of writing this, I can still
proudly call this the worst purchase I've made on Steam to this day. I bought Damnation on release day due to hype,
and learned a very valuable lesson -- ok, I didn't, I've still bought trash since. A few other titles have put up a hard
fight to dethrone Damnation as worst game I've bought on Steam, but Damnation fought them off and still sits
proudly as King on a throne of garbage.

Addition: Plenty of people have gone into what's wrong with the game, so my review doesn't need to repeat after
everyone else. The point of my review is to emphasize how much I regretted the purchase and how much it
disappointed me -- so badly that the day of the Steam review system launching (1648 days after buying Damnation),
the very first thing I thought to do was find this particular game in my list to give it the biggest thumbs down I could.
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As a parody of stealth games, this one is fun. The power ups vary from useless to overpowered, and the game as a whole is
funny. Just don't expect it to keep your attention past one play through. The repetitive nature of the game doesn't lend itself to
repeated playing.

So long as you expect 10 hours of humorous rather then skilful play, it's good. Anyone wanting more depth or longer play, skip.

. A good game but it is definitely meant for people with really open play space I have hit my walls and other parts of my area
this game would really benefit with comfort turning and movement but it came out a while ago so I don't have much hope. This
game is so difficult but it's defo one of those that you make it a personal thing to get better at. Really enjoyed it and will be
playing more of it in the future.

Here's a video of me playing it if you're interested, which I'm sure you aren't, ha.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/TnIS1Mj-JNM. I am brand new to playing this game, and so far I love it. I hope development on this
continues to be fantastic. I myself drink a lot of coffee and understand how important it can be. Just as I am enjoying this game,
please someone on the team enjoy a cup of coffee on me.

Plus the hat is actually pretty cool.. Where are the new fort models that were part of the dlc? I see the same old models after
installing the dlc. If it wasn't so short and for free I wouldn't have any reason to recommend it. Don't play it unless out of pure
curiosity. It has no story, bad gameplay and looks like\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 The only really good thing in it,
that doesn't come from Half-Life 1 itself, is the music, and the way it was implemented. Few of the stupid things I've noticed:
- if you shoot the guy you find on the bridge (who is apparently a ventriloquist), he won't die, but you will still get the "mission
failed" message, even though he's needed only to push a button, an action which the player character could've done by himself;
- the boss is just a HL1 final boss, facing the ground, with an instakill attack, moving at ridiculous speed, the only technique to
defeat him being running backwards in little circles, at the same time shooting at him from all the few weapons you have;
- the said boss has a poster of himself on a wall in the first level;
- at the begining of both (!) playable maps in the mod you get attacket by enemies almost immediately after opening cutscenes
without a chance of avoiding damage;
- during the credits, the author misspelled "Special"...
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